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Abstract
Hijab (veiling) becomes a social imagination of piety for many muslim women. In many areas in Indonesia, veiling even becomes one of the points of obligation in local regulations. This article discusses the social imaginary about the hijab for muslim women in Indonesia and Malaysia which then transforms into a social obligation supported by the state. The fact that these two countries run the multicultural politics that is required for accommodating religious, racial, and cultural differences is a challenge when the efforts of homogenizing identity continue to be fought by certain groups.
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Introduction
Veiling has been massively practiced and seen in muslim countries in the world including Indonesia and Malaysia currently. Worn commonly by muslim women, veiling has become a social imaginary of a kind of ideal type of muslim-pious women to differentiate them with non-veiling which is claimed as less or un-Islamic. Although veiling in Indonesia had experienced ideological repression under the New Order era, the reformation era has been the time when that social imaginary has grown back and attracted various responses from various level of society. An example of this has been the growth of sharia by law (perda Syariah)¹ and also the establishment of ‘kawasan berbusana muslimah’ (the special areas of veiling) issued by many areas around Indonesia. In similar sense, this social imaginary has been long embedded in Malaysian muslims. A survey conducted by Merdeka Center for Opinion Research (MCOR) research revealed that about 70% Malaysian women agree that veiling is an obligation² meaning that veiling has been massively

¹ Perda is a result of public policy issuing by regional government which is claimed useful to maintain stability of their regions and fulfil their people’s needs. Therefore, Perda has claimed to be most understand to their regional problems and able to interact closely with the people.
believed in Malaysian Muslim women to be an ideal type of Muslim women's appearance based on Islamic value.

However, the social imaginary of veiling has been also challenged by the idea of pluralism and multiculturalism in both countries. Consisting of various religious, ethnic, and cultural background of citizenship, both countries have agreed to treat equally their minority and majority groups based on their constitution. In fact, problems appeared in some countries has been often regarding the efforts from certain groups to enforce their values to the other such as the practice of veiling which has been followed by some debates and controversy as well as various justification among Muslims in both countries.

This paper focuses on the politic of multiculturalism in Indonesia and Malaysia relating to identity homogenization efforts and its impacts toward women and minority-majority issues. I argue that the identity homogenization through the social imagination into social obligation of veiling in Indonesia and Malaysia has thwarted the multicultural atmosphere of both countries. This is because the efforts of identity homogenization promoted by various parties through the obligation or the strong suggestion of veiling has challenged the multicultural, multiethnic and multireligious society which has been established since many decades ago. The questions raised are to what extent political multiculturalism has been implemented in Indonesia and Malaysia, especially in the case of women’s body (veiling)? and what is the implication for Muslim women and for the minority-majority issue?

The Politic of Multiculturalism in Indonesia and Malaysia

Hefner implies that politic of multiculturalism can be understood as a policy of multiculturalism implemented by authorities for their plural society.3 Tracking the analysis from the pre and postcolonial Southeast Asia, he found that plural society has been found as the characterization of many countries due to more globalized world. He also points out that this plural society has become a challenge toward the development of a modern democratic citizenship nowadays.4 Policy of multiculturalism applied in Canada can be an example. In their federal multicultural policy announced in 1971, they describe this policy as “an enlightened policy to allow individuals to pursue a cultural life of their free choice.”5 Through this policy, the Multiculturalism Directorate promoted many programs aimed at helping ethnic groups to preserve their traditions, customs, folklore and languages to reinforce the multicultural image of Canadian society.6 This idea of multicultural policy can also be found in Indonesia and Malaysia.

In Indonesia, plural society has been the primary consideration in which the state has implemented Pancasila (Five Principles) as their
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ideology. It guarantees the citizen to be treated equally with no privileged to a particular religion. However, with 87 percent of Muslim population, the demand to establish Islamic state has been long recorded. Porter highlights that under Sukarno and Suharto era, Islam had been seen as a threat—although in the final years of his leadership, Suharto had tried to close to Islam. Because of this negative view, muslims were repressed and were not be able to express freely their identities. Differently, after the fall of Suharto, the democratic system has given any parties including Islam to have a chance to express their identities as well as their imaginaries on their belief. As majority, Islam has been tried to expand their influence in the government through many Islamic parties. Another effort is the implementation of Sharia by law spread over Indonesia recently with the obligation for the people in those areas to live and behave based on sharia rules. Although Porter argues that this Islamization mobilization has failed to be widespread in Indonesia, it has had serious influences toward multicultural relation in many areas.

Similarly, Islam has also had majority power in Malaysia. The power has been not only because of the population of the muslims which is also majority, but also Islam has become the ideology of the state. Based on Population Distribution And Basic Demographic Characteristic Report 2010 published by Departement of Statistics Malaysia, of 28.3 million of Malaysian population, Islam had 61.3% of the population followed by Buddha with 19.8%, Christianity (9.2%) and Hindu (6.3%).

This more than half of population, the existence of Muslims has been also strengthened by the Article 3 (1) of the Malaysia constitution saying that “Islam is the religion of the Federation; but other religions may be practised in peace and harmony in any part of the Federation”. This followed by Article 3 (2) stating that the ruler or The King of Malaysia by law as the Head of the religion of Islam.

![Diagram of Religion Distribution in Malaysia](image)

Taburan Peratus Penduduk Mengikut Agama, Malaysia, 2010
Percentage Distribution of the Population by Religion, Malaysia 2010

**Source:** The Official Website of Departement of Statistics Malaysia

Different with Indonesia which has no privileges for certain cultural ethnic background facilitated by the state, Malaysia has Article 153 of the constitution saying that the Bangsa Melayu or the ‘Malay race’ is constitutionally guaranteed
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as the ‘tuans’ or ‘Masters of the Land’. Crouch points out that the Malays are not only the largest community in Malaysia, but also the most homogeneous. He stresses that “all Malays are Muslim and speak Malay, which, despite differences among spoken dialects, is a common language in its standard written form.” Viewing from the Article 153 and Crouch statement, the linkage between being Malays and Islam has become a strong capital for Muslims in Malaysia given by the state to express their identity under the law protection.

Veiling: Social Imaginaries of Muslim Women in Indonesia and Malaysia

Social imaginary refers to a “perception of reality in a society, which includes common feelings, thoughts and senses of what is real”. Social imaginary can be also called as a moral ordering of reality. Originating from Taylor’s concept of modern social imaginaries, social imaginary is a practice of a society rather than a set of ideas and can shape different modernities which is often fundamentally grounded in religious faith. For this, Risakotta emphasised that social imaginary comes from the imagination of society’s moral order based on the meanings of society on their normative conception of social imaginaries are “always in tension with other contrasting and competing social imaginaries.” This is because in a society with plurality of social, religious, ethnic and cultural background of people, the way they imagine a value on the world around them would be typically influenced by their different background. In veiling issues, the debates and controversy have emerged in Indonesia and Malaysia confirm this different society’s imagination.

Historically speaking, veiling has been practiced by Muslim women in the Prophet Muhammad’s era to differentiate Muslim women and non-Muslim women. At that time, the social imaginary of veiling laid on the Muslim society’s understanding which they believed coming from Al-Qur’an that veils should be worn to protect women from insults and harassment. Since then, veiling has been practiced by many more Muslim women with various social imaginaries in different periods and places. In Indonesia, it has been argued that, the significant growth of veiling phenomenon began after the Reformation era where the Indonesians see the more freedom for Muslim to express their identity after the repression under Suharto’s era. Comparing the practice of veiling under the New Order regime as a kind of Muslims’ imaginaries of the protest against Suharto’s authoritarian regime, in the Reformation era, the Indonesian’s social imaginaries of veiling has been more various and even competing and contrasting.

The recent massive implementation of Sharia by law which obligating women in many areas to
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wear veiling can be an example of certain Muslim’s imagination on what should women wear and behave. This Perda which was first implemented in Aceh for their regional autonomy rights and then widespread to many areas in Indonesia has attracted debates and counter arguments. Based on the research in six regencies implementing Perda Sharia in Indonesia, Center for the Study of Religion and Culture (CSRC) UIN Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta found that the people’s meaning of the sharia implementation has no monolithic meaning. There are Muslims who believe that Sharia should be implemented in the sense of traditional meaning as the text says which has been then applying in the perda, yet the other Muslims tend to see Sharia in the substantial and universal meaning such as honesty and justice without necessarily be translated in the form of perda.19

The social imaginary of veiling has also occurred in Malaysia. The statement of Norhayati Kaprawi, a feminist of Sister in Islam Malaysia saying “it’s full of fear, if you don’t follow the mainstream you will be lynched,”20 describes social imaginaries of Malaysians based on the mainstream views in the society. In the issue of veiling, through her movie “Aku Siapa”, Kaprawi wants to reveal the fact that the views on veiling circulating in the Malaysian society has not been single interpretation and standard which should be suggested and obligated to all Muslim women in Malaysia.21

Thus, although attracting long debates and showing its plurality of meaning, the scholarly works on veiling confirms that there have been a common social imaginary of veiling both in Malaysia and Indonesia viewing veiling as a pious practice of Muslim women based on Islamic teaching. Based on her research in Javanese Muslim society in 1997, Brenner argues that veils are worn as a kind of women conversion from bad past to a better future in religious sense.22 Similarly, in the next ten years, Smith-Hefner also found that the choice of veiling in Java was a very serious women choices showing their commitment to religious life.23 A survey conducted by CSRC UIN Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta in six areas implementing perda shariah in Indonesia also reveal that almost all the respondent (96.2%) agreed for the obligation of wearing veiling for women and even 24.5% agreed that women should wear cadar (face covering).24

This social imagination of veiling has been also discovered in Malaysia. Frisk reports that women who were interviewed confessed that they feel the ‘transformative effects’ of veiling in term of religious experience.25 Veiling, according to them, is their efforts to become pious person and closer

19 Sukron Kamil, et. al., Syariah Islam dan HAM; Dampak Perda Syariah terhadap Kebebasan Sipil, Hak-Hak Perempuan dan Non-Muslim, (Jakarta: CSRC, 2007).
21 Norhayati Kaprawi, in Jennifer Pak, Rise of strict Islam....
This social religious imaginary comes from their belief that veiling is required by God so that the practice of veiling is a kind of obedience to God’s will. Frisk makes a point that for some Muslim women in Malaysia, veiling is both “a symbol of faith and at the same time as it generates an awareness of God and strengthens faith.”

Bringing back to the history of veiling in Malaysia, the emergence of veiling can be tracked from the growth of *Dakwah* groups consisting of many religious and political organizations in about 1960s and 1970s imagining that people in Malaysia should return to basic sources of Islam, Quran and Hadith, and leave the immoral and materialistic Western ways of life. One of their social imagination of the ideal life based on Islam was to persuade women to wear ‘Islamic’ dress which is long, loose dresses and head coverings. From about forty years, this imagination of veiling has been also still becoming Malaysian Muslim social imaginary as a research conducted by Merdeka Center for Opinion Research (MCOR) research saying that 70% Malaysian women agree that veiling is obligation.

**From Social Imaginary into Social Obligation**

Taylor’s social imaginary in the sense of a moral order of reality has been challenged within multicultural society in which the plural members of society have also plural social imaginaries. In the multicultural society, the problem of majority and minority has also emerged and likely influenced the construction of this social imaginaries. What Kymlicka and He said that multiculturalism as a kind of negotiation process between minority and majority, in fact it has been commonly found that the majority have more power in this process of negotiation as well as in constructing and disseminating their social imaginaries toward the minority. In the issue of veiling, what is becoming majority’s imagination of pious women which is women with veiling or ‘appropriate’ veiling has been enforced through many ways such as in the form of social institutional obligation as well as society’s social pressure and controlling.

Although in both countries veiling has not been regulated by the state through law or legal rules, the mainstream social imaginaries of veiling has been covering the practices of veiling and the people’s view on the veiling. Due to this pious imagination of veiling, the primary rule in the implementation of sharia has been the obligation of veiling for Muslim women. In Aceh for example, veiling is an obligatory for all Muslim women. For controlling this practice, the local government created the sharia police to sweep many areas to make sure that all women wear veiling. Through their Shariah qanun (perda) number Nomor 11/2002 about the implementation of Islamic Sharia in the field of akidah (faith), ibadah (worship) and Islamic dakwa (preaching), women who do not wear veiling or wearing inappropriate one can be caught and brought to the court after the warning given by the sharia police. Not only from sharia police, the
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practice of veiling in Aceh has been also controlled by society such as ulama (religious leaders) in the areas. A media report show that disappointing with the work of Sharia Police in disciplining women with ‘inappropriate’ veiling, many ulamas in Aceh have taken an initiative to spray paint to the clothes of those women as a social punishment as well as to make the clothes cannot be used anymore.33

This controlling and regulating women’s body as Acehnese Islamic social imaginary has been also adapted by many districts dan provinces in Indonesia in the form of perda sharia. It has been reported that in 2006 there were 22 areas in Indonesia implementing Perda Sharia34 and in 2012 this increased significantly in which SETARA, a Non Government Organization in Tasikmalaya East Java, reported there were 154 Perda which were widespread in 76 regions in Indonesia.35 Of 22 areas implementing perda shariah in 2002, there are 8 areas where explicitly obligating veil for Muslim women while the other areas also obligate it though not explicitly written in Perda.36

Although the implementation of perda in those areas outside of Aceh has been relatively new, the effects of the perda to the practices of veiling in society has been significantly increased. CRSC reported that in six areas they were researching, 64% women wearing veiling not because of perda, while 36% wearing veiling due to the perda.37 in this survey also found that about 18% of the respondents confessed that they have been forced to wear veiling and 11.7% admitted that they heard that there was a woman who her hair was cut because of not wearing veiling.38

Although Islam is the ideology of the state, there is no national requirement to wear veiling for muslim women in Malaysia although there is one state which is Terengganu State government who require it.39 This requirement was also called by PAS party in Kelantan.40 However, even though there is only one state requiring veiling for muslim women, Mouser emphasised that veiling is a “social expectation for Malay women” with much social pressure.41 This is why Hochel argues that majority of Malaysian women wearing veils and who are not are just minority.42 This social pressure was also found in a comment from Mursyidul Am from PAS party, Datuk Nik Abdul Aziz Nik Mat saying that women who are not wearing veils are deserved to be raped.43
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In Indonesia, one of the social pressures on the veiling coming from MUI, but not for women who are not wearing veils but for women who are wearing veils in ‘un-Islamic way’ which if often called as jilboob. Responding to this jilboob phenomenon in Indonesia, MUI issued a fatwa to proscribe jilboob and pushed women to wear Islamic clothes. As a consequence of this, a negative stigmatization has appeared toward muslim women who wear this ‘un-Islamic clothes’. The stigmatization has been also achieved by muslim women where the perda of obligating veiling is implemented, such a report from Kapal Perempuan in Nusa Tenggara Barat (NTB) where muslim women with no veiling are labelled as having no good morality, being alienated and stigmatized and even could not access public services in government offices due to a rule of obligating for women to wear veils in government offices. This also happened in many areas where perda of veiling is implemented such as in Bulukumba.

As social obligation, veiling has also threatened the multiculturalism athmosphere of Indonesia and Malaysia’s plural society, especially in the relation between muslim and non muslim communities. Many reports have emerged due to this social obligation of veiling. Due to perda requiring veiling, CRSC survey found that 10,5 % (out of 100 non-muslims) admitted that they have been ever forced to wear veiling especially in Bulukumba, Indramayu & Tangerang. In Mataram NTB where the perda of veiling also encouraged the implementation of Perda of the educational system no. 4/2009 which requires female students, muslims and non muslims, to wear veils led to many non-muslim students moved to other schools. This obligation for non-muslim was also implemented in Aceh.

Similarly, the social pressures on veiling has occurred in Malaysia also led to the obligation of veiling in university such as in the International Islamic University (IIUM). Although Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation (MOSTI), Datuk Maximus Ongkili, said, “It is agreed that wearing of tudung be made optional for students in all universities and higher learning institutions in the country,” the statement given by The Higher Education Minister, Datuk Dr Shafie Mohd. Salleh, saying that although non-Muslim students
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from the International Islamic University (IIUM) are not compelled to wear tudung to lectures, they must “respect Islam and adhere to the university’s dress code,” are explicitly states that non-Muslim women students have to wear headscarves.51

Between Social Imaginary and Multiculturalism negotiation: Toward Inclusive Veiling

The social imaginaries of veiling in multiculturalism society in Malaysia and Indonesia has challenged not only the pluralism of Muslim women but also the pluralistic women in their different religions. The social imaginaries of veiling constructed by the idea of a ‘good Muslim women’ based on Islamic teaching has been becoming an identity hegemonization effort by Muslims as majority in both countries to coloring the mainstream’s social imaginary of good women leading to the social obligation and subordinating the minority. As a consequence of this, what Kymlicka states that the implications for the way that we look at ourselves and others and how we as individuals, and in groups and in society, relate to each other52 is relevant to look at the consequences of it.

The social imaginary of Muslim as majority especially on veiling has been defining what Muslim women should do with their bodies. This social imaginary then influences to how society see those who wear and not wear veiling—especially the views within Muslims and also Muslims to non-Muslims. Brought by this views, the stigmatization, discrimination as well as subordination come up in the social relation between them. In multicultural countries such as Indonesia and Malaysia, the social obligation of veiling has potentially threaten the atmosphere of their multiculturalism established from many decades ago.

The reasons for this are firstly that the social imaginaries of an ideal of Muslim women with veiling has been long debatable by Muslims scholars, ulama and Muslim feminists. There are not single agreement that veiling is a requirement for Muslim women, moreover if it is obligated as well for non-Muslim women.53 The second reason is that when the majority’s social imaginary is transformed into social obligation, it would potentially bring the interest of the majority and beat over the need of the minority. Minority in many cases should follow what the rules of majority-as can be seen in this case of veiling obligation. The third one is that the ‘inclusive veiling’ should be taken meaning that veiling should be a free choice of women without any control of the state through their regulation or social stigmatization from ulama through their fatwa. Inclusive veiling also mean that veiling should be not the boundary of women to be a part of their multicultural society by building a good relation with people in other religions and left behind their exclusive dogmatic social imaginaries of the best women believers.

51 Sisters in Islam, “Don’t Enforce Dress Code....
through their choices of veiling. For this inclusive veiling encourages the primary social imaginary of Indonesian and Malaysian people based on the politic of multiculturalism based on their multicultural Constitutions.

Closing Remark

From the ideal conception of a good Muslim woman based on dogmatic Islamic teaching, veiling has been transformed to be a part of a problem in the policy of multiculturalism in Indonesia and Malaysia. Veiling has ben moving from being social imaginary to social obligation in which it has to adapt and takes a place in the plural and multicultural society of Indonesia and Malaysia. As Kymlicka said that multiculturalism is always about the negotiation between majority and minority, then veiling has contributed in shaping the dynamics process of this negotiation. Through inclusive veiling meaning that veiling should be a free choice of women and be seen as a ultimately kind of expression of individual faiths, then veiling should be a form of integrating rather than disintegrating which uphold the multiculturalism principles.
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